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Abstract 
The role of language as a means of communication for manpower training cannot be 
overlooked. Functional education is that education that will help an individual to help himself 
find be useful 1o the society. This paper tries to discuss the need for language education as part 
of the curriculum for manpower development. The paper has outlined the scope of language 
education and has given specific instances of how language can help facilitate manpower 
development. Recommendations are also made on how to improve language education. 
Introduction 

A country that lacks manpower cannot be said to be economically viable. Manpower 
development raises the status quo of a nation in social, political, scientific, technological and 
economic development. The civilized and developed countries of the world are so called because they 
have the means by which goods arc produced. One of such means is manpower. Akanwa (1997:12) has 
observed this in saying, "Lack of manpower resources as well as political will have been identified 
as the factors militating against the successful implementation of the nation's 6-3-3-4 system of 
education". 

Many people decry the slow pace of development in Nigeria in the face of the global 
scientific and technological advancement. The questions one is compelled to pose are: Does Nigeria 
lack the resources for civilization and development? If Nigeria has the natural, environmental, and 
human resources as a means of production and development, is there a missing link somewhere?. In a 
mult-lingual nation like Nigeria, is there any role language plays to enhance development?  

The purpose and topic of this paper is the Role of Language Education in the Development of 
Manpower. The paper will be organized under the following such topics:  
i The Concept and Scope of Language Education and Language Arts Curriculum,  
ii Principles Guiding Language Arts Curriculum,  
iii Functions of Language Education. 
iv Language Policies at the Primary and Secondary Education Levels: The National Policy on.  

Education. 
Concept of Manpower and Manpower Resources. Role of Language Education in Manpower 
Development Although language education is not restricted to a particular language because of the 
multi-lingua! nature of Nigeria, and for want of time and space, this writer will concentrate her 
discussion on English, which is not only Nigeria's (official) second language, but also the language of 
instruction in schools. 

Language is a too! for communication and a means for creative expression and ability. 
Language education gives the individual the skill to assimilate and synthesize information about 
events and life (Egeonu, 1999). The linguistic capacity and diversity of any nation determines its 
economic diversity. In addition, the ideological and socio-economic change of any government is 
expressed through language. Every community has its own language and unique code system. 

In language communication, a two way process is involved: the sender and his message and (he 
receiver being literate is as a result of language education. The oracy and literacy are acquired through 
language education. Oracy skills entail acquiring skills in listening and speaking. Reading and writing 
skills are literacy skills. Language education is the process of planning, developing and implementing 
the language arts curriculum in such a way that one is trained to acquire language skills that will facilitate 
his ability to cope with other life skills; and functional literacy. The scope of language education 
covers the language ails curriculum.  

The Principle Guiding the Language Arts Curriculum 

2. 1.   Language arts skills development is predicated on oral language development. This premise holds that 
acquisition of oral language skill helps a child to read and write. A language art is a part of the daily school 
curriculum. Seminar club, literacy and debating society, 
press club, etc should be encouraged. 

3. Language arts instruction should emphasize understanding of (he forms, function, and structure of 
language so that children will discover "the relationships of linguistics, reading and composition". 

4. Linguistic skills as part of language education develop faster through spiral curriculum. 
5. Language arts could use modular design to develop linguistic skills. 
6. The mechanics of expression arc mastered in relation to the need at a specific time in the child's 

educational growth. 
7. Language learning is imitative. 
8. The content of language is culturally determined. 
9. Language development is facilitated by learner's previous experience. 
10. The facility of language - oral and written language - is developmental and a continuous process. 



11. Continuous assessment is a necessary device for growth in communication skills acquisition. 
(NTI, 1990). 

12   Language curriculum requires teaching and learning of resources. 

Language Policy in the National Policy on Education 
'The Federal Government of Nigeria (1998:12-15) has realized the predominant role language plays in the 

lives of her citizens and has made some language policies especially at the Primary and Secondary Levels. At the 
Primary Education Level the language curriculum shall include: 

a. Language of the environment 
b. English and 
c. French 
The policy stipulates that the language of instruction should be the language of the immediate environment, 

while English should be taught as a subject. At the Senior Primary English language should be the language of 
instruction. 

At the secondary education level, English and French languages, language of the immediate environment 
will be taught as LI, and one major Nigerian language to be taught as L2. 

Functions of Language Education 
1. Morrison  (1990:246)  opines  that  "language makes people  human;  proficiency  in  language 

frequently makes the difference between success and failure in schools and life". 
2. Language education trains one in literacy skill for life-long education. 
3. Mastery of language assures an individual of being productive in other spheres of life. 
4. Language arts/ education enables one to acquire language competences in his mother language or 

in any second language. 
5. Without knowledge of language arts and language skills, it will be impossible for an instructor to 

transmit  instructional  knowledge and  train  certain  skills.  When  instructions are understood 
because of acquisition of language, the apprentice, technician and learners are filled with joy and 
this motivates them to acquire mechanical and technical manpower. 

6. Livery profession and field of human endeavour has its own language- language register. 
Therefore, language arts education in specific profession helps to facilitate the training in different 

professional skills; in competence and performance for communication purposes. It helps in manpower [raining, 
helping the trainee to function effectively and responding to the language use in whichever field of human endeavour 
lie finds himself. 

Concept of Manpower and Manpower Resources 
The BBC English Dictionary    (1992) conceptualizes manpower as workers who become  

means of producing goods. 
The Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, defines manpower as "Number of workers needed or 

available to do a particular job". (Hornby et al 200 (Bds.). 
Manpower Resources 

The following among others are human manpower resources: Information technologists, trained 
librarians, teachers in their specialized subjects and fields, administrators, doctors, nurses, meteorologists, 
pharmacists, medical laboratory technicians, technicians in other fields, engineers, laboratory workers in physics, 
chemistry and biology laboratories, manufacturers, scientists, computer operators and technicians, machine and 
equipment operators, secretaries in companies, industries and other establishments, resource persons as educational 
facilitators, economists, geologists, company vehicle/ motor drivers, salesmen, pilots, captains of ships, 
industrialists, workers in industries and factories, workers in the refineries, skilled carpenters and furniture workers, 
economists, curriculum planners, etc. 

Language specialists who have the oracy and literacy skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing; they 
can articulate words in their correct forms and possess the linguistic and communicative competence. They have 
adequate vocabularies and the basic language register of several fields of human endeavour. In addition, these 
language teachers possess the mastery of the language curriculum and the professional skill and methodology 
of teaching the language (manpower) to trainee teachers, learners and others to cope with other skills. 
The National Policy on Education (NPE) provides prevocational and vocational courses at the junior and secondary 
levels respectively to give basis for manpower development. 

The Role of Language Education in Manpower Development  
Skill is involved in manpower development. Communicating is a part of intellectual skill. Without 

intellectual skill the world of business and economic process will collapse. 
The provision of course as stipulated in the National Policy of Education (P.7) For Mono-technic , 

Polytechnic, University and Teacher Education is a bid to train the manpower to realize the dream of being " a 
united strong and self reliant nation 'and" a great and dynamic economy" (underlining mine). Even the provision 
made in the policy white paper about Adult and Non-formal education and Special Education is to bring out the 
intellectual and manipulative skills of ones, who as a result of some hindrance, were not enrolled in the formal 
school system. 

Realizing the importance of language education in training manpower Anwuka (1998:3) suggests that 
schools should be "well equipped... lo cultivate competence to foster the learning of useful knowledge". The aim 
of the Ashby Commission set up in 3959 was to chart the course of educational development in relation to high 
level manpower (Odunusi, 1999). To prove the importance of language instruction and communication skill in 



learning science, Gyuse (1991:81-84) carried out a research on science teachers in Jos. She concludes: 
This awareness should be created in teachers by teaching them communication skills 
as part of their method course... The growing teacher is the communication teacher be it in 
science or other school subjects. 

Every manpower has some habits thoughts it exhibits to show the skill. The scientist technologist, 
technician, the doctors and nurses, pharmacists, Computer literate persons, the businessmen, the teachers, etc. are 
trained through language education and through it they also exhibit their manpower level through verbal and 
nonverbal, as well as written communication. Majidadi (1991) observes that unless he learns to use language 
appropriate to the habit thoughts involved, the scientist cannot function as a scientist. 

Language education is a quintessence for manpower development and any curriculum geared towards 
producing manpower is functional education. Manpower skills are inculcated through language. Ivowi (1999), 
Nwachukwu (1999), Agusiobo (1999), Odunusi (1999) and Opara (2002), among others have advocated for 
curriculum for functional education and life skills. Being able to read and write is a function of language and 
through language, literacy instruction is given. Any literate person has the knack to learn manpower skill. 
Therefore, curriculum for functional education (and life skill) is the one with comprehensive language arts 
curriculum, especially in Nigeria where English Language is used for instruction. Hence, the teaching of the 
Use of English and Communication Skills for First -Year undergraduates in tertiary institutions where manpower 
skill courses are learnt. Bankers, manufacturers, industrialists, apprentices in different orders, diplomats, 
businessmen, advertisers of new and old manufactured products, engineers, medical men, teachers and lecturers 
ete. learn their fields of endeavour through language instructions. If there is a missing link during training periods, 
this may be as a result of communication gap. People find it difficult to learn when the language of instruction does 
not match the level of the learners. Every course and trade has its language register. Once the language of the 
profession or course is imbibed by the learners, manpower becomes facilitated; learners should be required as future 
economic commodities. When the manpower level of a nation is high, most citizens become self-employed, 
functional and economically independent. Language education should be taken seriously in Nigeria to be free of the 
degrading name, 'developing nation' or Third world nation'. Nigerians are trying, but what this writer is saying 
is that we should not allow (he developed countries to sap our abundant resources because they feel we lack the 
manpower to harness and use these resources without external aid. 

If the computer machines provided for schools are not used effectively because of lack of manpower to man 
them and computer literate teachers are not available, then the huge finance invested in importing them becomes 
a waste and our economy will be adversely affected. Computer literacy is acquired through language. In computer 
operations, there is word processing, among others. Word processing demands typing, editing and spell-checking of 
document. These word processors function with language. Almost every system in this century wants to use 
computer. We need teachers to train manpower in computer literacy. Akudolu, (2901:161) laments "... the 
computers that are being provided in most schools in Nigeria will not be used because the teachers... are not 
computer literate". 

Recommendations 
For more functional education in language and manpower education, the following recommendations are 

made: 
(j)   Government should establish well-equipped language laboratories in all secondary schools in 

Nigeria,  
( i i)  Well-qualified language, especially English Language teachers should be provided adequately 

in our schools. The issue of co-opting teachers from other courses to teach English should  
stop. 1/uagba (2004) conducted a study in Or)u zone, Imo State and discovered that our  
secondary schools lack qualified and adequate language teachers,  

( i i i )  Refresher courses and crash programme should be given to language teachers in modern 
methods  of teaching   language  communication   skills.   This   will   ensure  communicative 
competence.  

(iv) Teacher Education programme should incorporate computer literacy education programme in 
its curriculum for language teachers, 

 (v) Teaching the fundamental Language register of different professions and other fields should  
be a part of the English Language curriculum in our teacher education curriculum.  

Conclusion 
Language education should be taken seriously in Nigerian schools. Nigeria needs sustainable development. It 

is the continuous use made of language education that manpower will be produced. It is then that the manpower 
needs of the nation as stipulated in the National Policy on Education will be 
achieved. 
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